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To better understand the two-way coupling between turbulence and chemistry, the
changes in turbulence characteristics through a premixed flame are investigated.
Specifically, this study focuses on vorticity, ω, which is characteristic of the smallest
length and time scales of turbulence, analyzing its behavior within and across high
Karlovitz number (Ka) premixed flames. This is accomplished through a series of
direct numerical simulations (DNS) of premixed n-heptane/air flames, modeled with
a 35-species finite-rate chemical mechanism, whose conditions span a wide range
of unburnt Karlovitz numbers and flame density ratios. The behavior of the terms in
the enstrophy, ω2 = ω · ω, transport equation is analyzed, and a scaling is proposed
for each term. The resulting normalized enstrophy transport equation involves only
a small set of parameters. Specifically, the theoretical analysis and DNS results
support that, at high Karlovitz number, enstrophy transport obtains a balance of
the viscous dissipation and production/vortex stretching terms. It is shown that, as
a result, vorticity scales in the same manner as in homogeneous, isotropic turbulence
within and across the flame, namely, scaling with the inverse of the Kolmogorov
time scale, τη. As τη is a function only of the viscosity and dissipation rate, this
work supports the validity of Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis in premixed
turbulent flames for sufficiently high Ka numbers. Results are unaffected by the
transport model, chemical model, turbulent Reynolds number, and finally the physical
configuration. C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4937947]
I. INTRODUCTION
Turbulent combustion involves the tight two-way coupling between turbulence and chem-
istry.1–4 This includes the individual yet connected processes of turbulence impacting the flame
structure4–8 and the flame altering the turbulence characteristics;9–12 each process is integral to
understanding and predicting the behavior of turbulent combustion.9 In premixed turbulent combus-
tion, the coupling of the flame and turbulence has been observed to vary with the ratio of the flame
time scale (τF) to that of the smallest turbulent eddies (τη),4–6,11–14 defined as the Karlovitz number
(Ka),
Ka =
τF
τη
, (1)
with τη being the Kolmogorov time scale τη ≡ (ν/ϵ)1/2, where ν is the kinematic viscosity and
ϵ is the dissipation rate. τF is evaluated as τF = lF/SL with SL the laminar flame speed and lF
the laminar flame thickness, defined here as lF = (Tb − Tu)/|∇T |max. It is common to evaluate the
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Karlovitz number using τη in the unburnt flow; this quantity is referred to here as the unburnt
Karlovitz number (Kau). Previous studies have also shown the importance of the local Karlovitz
number (as opposed to Kau) in determining the internal flame structure.15 As the Karlovitz number
is controlled by the smallest turbulent scales, to understand the effects on the flame by turbulence, it
is important to describe the behavior of these turbulent scales within the flame. More fundamentally,
the significance of τη within the Karlovitz number relies on the assumption that the smallest turbu-
lent scales depend on ν and ϵ alone (Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis), which has not been
tested within premixed flames. This study focuses on the behavior of the smallest turbulent scales
within high Ka premixed flames.
To study the effects of the flame on the incoming turbulence, previous studies have consid-
ered various quantities. Many focused on quantities related to the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
transport equation, often for modeling purposes.14,16–19 Though studying the TKE provides valuable
insight into the integral scales, unfortunately, it does not describe the behavior of the smallest
scales. Other studies focused on the rate of strain tensor, S = 1/2(∇u + ∇uT), for its relevance to the
transport equation of the reaction progress variable scalar dissipation rate20 and its relation to flame
stretch.20–23 The rate of strain tensor is often studied for the alignment of its principle axes with
various quantities such as the flame normal and vorticity. Used in this way, the rate of strain tensor
provides detailed information on the dynamics of the flame turbulence interaction, but does not
directly provide information about the smallest turbulence scales. Study of the smallest turbulent
scales can be accomplished through the energy spectrum;24 however, evaluating the energy spec-
trum along a line in physical space, which crosses different regions (for instance burnt and unburnt)
of a curved, turbulent flame, does not precisely measure the evolution of the energy spectrum as
a function of progress through the flame. In order to study the behavior of the smallest turbulent
scales, vorticity and the terms in its transport equation may be investigated. Previous studies focused
on the vorticity vector, ω, for the importance of the vortex-stretching mechanism in the energy
cascade and its appearance in the scalar gradient transport equation.11–13,25 Vorticity is also studied
due to its relation to the smallest turbulent scales, as, like dissipation, it has been shown to scale
with the smallest turbulent eddies in homogeneous, isotropic turbulence.26–28 Studies on vorticity
often consider enstrophy, ω2 = ω · ω, and its transport equation, where each term is associated with
a specific physical process: vortex stretching/production, dilatation, baroclinic torque, and viscous
dissipation. For these reasons, enstrophy provides insight into the behavior of the smallest turbulent
scales along with the processes affecting their behavior.
Several relevant conclusions have been made in previous work with respect to the evolution
of vorticity.11,12,25,29 Chakraborty11 analyzed direct numerical simulations (DNS) using one-step
chemistry with Ka∗u up to 13 for the alignment of vorticity with the principle axes of the local
strain rate tensor, where Ka∗u is the unburnt Karlovitz number defined as Ka
∗
u = (lF/l)1/2(uo/SL)3/2
for which l and uo are the integral length and velocity scales, respectively. (The Karlovitz number
is often reported using Ka∗u, which is obtained from Kau by assuming ν = SLlF.) They also found
the vortex-stretching term is on average positive even with different flame density ratios and Lewis
numbers. Lipatnikov et al.25 considered DNS at low unburnt Karlovitz numbers (Ka∗u = .2–.3).
They found that dilatation and baroclinic torque are important in the transport of enstrophy and
observed that large density ratios resulted in an average production of vorticity in the flame. The
only relevant study at high Karlovitz number is attributed to Hamlington et al.12 who performed
several simulations of high Kau (Ka∗u = 3–125) premixed H2-air flames varying the turbulence
intensity. These simulations relied on numerical viscosity using an implicit large eddy simulation
(ILES) framework30 and employed one-step chemistry with unity Lewis number assumption. In
their work, the vorticity magnitude was observed to be reduced by heat release for low turbulence
intensities, while at high turbulence intensities, the flame weakly affected the vorticity magnitude.
Recently, Poludnenko29 discussed the magnitude of terms in the vorticity equation for moderately
high values of the Karlovitz number (Kau = 7–30) from simulations of H2-air premixed turbulent
flames also relying on numerical viscosity in an ILES framework and using one-step chemistry
with unity Lewis number assumption. It was observed that for the higher value of Kau (Kau = 30),
vorticity production was largely isotropic and had a similar magnitude through the flame as in
the reactants, while at a lower Karlovitz number (Kau = 7), anisotropic vorticity production and
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baroclinic torque were observed to play a dominant role in the transport of vorticity. As viscosity is
critical to the behavior of the smallest turbulent scales, it is relevant to consider if these observations
of enstrophy in simulations relying on numerical viscosity are impacted by temperature dependent
molecular viscosity, which increases through a flame.
Despite these previous contributions, it still remains unclear how the flame affects enstrophy at
high Kau, in what manner do terms in the enstrophy transport equation vary with parameters such as
Kau and the flame density ratio, and under what conditions Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis
is valid within premixed turbulent flames. Additionally, many of the previous studies are numerical
and employ different models for the chemistry and species transport. As noted by Chakraborty,11
it is unclear if the models have different effects on the observed results. For example, one-step
chemical models assume a single chemical pathway, whereas many engine-relevant applications
use complex hydrocarbon fuels with many chemical pathways. At high Kau, when the turbulence
is expected to disrupt the complex internal structure of the flame, the need to retain this structure
in order to capture accurately the effects of the flame on the turbulence has not been studied. This
knowledge is critical as it would support selecting models with minimal yet sufficient detail in order
to numerically investigate the effects of the flame on turbulence accurately and efficiently. Finally,
as viscosity is critical to the behavior of the smallest turbulent scales, it is unclear if these scales are
accurately represented by an ILES framework which relies on numerical viscosity.
Considering the above discussion, the primary goal of the present work is to understand the
changes in the smallest turbulent scales within the turbulent premixed flame brush through study
of the mean enstrophy, focusing on high Kau flames. This information will be used to assess
Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis, i.e., whether the small turbulent scales depend on ϵ and
ν alone. At high Karlovitz number, the time and length scales of the smallest turbulence scales
are both smaller than those of the flame. As a result, the behavior and important mechanisms are
expected to be different than for low Kau flames, in line with the different observed behaviors
based on Kau.11,12,25 The second goal of this study is to assess model effects on the observed
behavior, focusing on chemical and transport models. These results have implications on large eddy
simulations (LES), which rely on modeling the behavior of the small turbulent scales.
To accomplish these goals, a series of DNS are performed varying the Karlovitz number and
flame density ratio in order to investigate the manner in which enstrophy and the terms in its trans-
port equation vary through premixed flames. The simulations are of a slightly lean n-heptane/air
flame modeled with a finite-rate chemical model and constant non-unity Lewis numbers. Several
additional DNS are performed varying the chemical model and species Lewis numbers to investi-
gate the effects of modeling assumptions on the previous results.
In Sec. II, the governing equations, physical conditions, and numerical setup are described.
In Section III, the results are introduced and in Section IV analysis of the enstrophy transport
equation is performed. This is followed by Section V which explores the effects of different model-
ing assumptions on the behavior of enstrophy. Section VI provides an extension of these results
to higher Reynolds numbers and comparison with the recent high Karlovitz number slot Bun-
sen flames of Sankaran et al.31 Finally, the results are then discussed in light of ILES and LES
modeling.
II. CONFIGURATION OF DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The configuration of the DNS is described in this section. These simulations are based on the
work of Savard et al.32 and Lapointe et al.,15 where additional information on the configuration may
be found.
A. Physical configuration
The present study considers statistically stationary, statistically planar premixed turbulent n-
heptane/air flames at a slightly lean equivalence ratio (φ = 0.9) and atmospheric pressure. The
three-dimensional domain has an inflow and outflow at the left and right x boundaries, respectively,
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FIG. 1. Computational domain demonstrating the approximate location of the flame and region of forcing. Reprinted with
permission from B. Savard, B. Bobbitt, and G. Blanquart, Proc. Combust. Inst. 35, 1377–1384 (2015). Copyright 2015,
Elsevier.
and periodic boundary conditions in the y and z directions (Fig. 1). The height and width of the
channel are equal and denoted as L, while the length, Lx, is equal to 11L. Based on previous
studies,33,34 the turbulence integral length scale is expected to be proportional to the domain width,
specifically lo = 0.19L, which is used for the values in Tables I and II and further discussed in
Section III A. Tables I and II also provide the length scale L, defined as
L = π
2u′2
∞
0
E(κ)
κ
dκ, (2)
which yields similar values as lo. Here, κ is the wavenumber and E(κ) is the two-dimensional three
component velocity spectrum calculated in the unburnt gas using a single y-z plane and averaged
over time. A separate DNS is performed of relatively weak, homogeneous, isotropic, triply periodic
box turbulence and is used to generate the inflow condition. The mean inflow velocity is constant
for each case and set to a value which approximates the turbulent flame speed, allowing for an
arbitrary long run-time. This configuration lacks any mean shear so that the effects of the flame on
the turbulence may be specifically studied.
The turbulence and temperature in the reactants are varied between simulations to investigate
the effects of both the unburnt Karlovitz number and flame density ratio. All necessary information
about the different simulations is provided in Tables I and II, where Ret = u′lo/ν, u′, and ηu are
the turbulent Reynolds number, rms velocity fluctuation, and Kolmogorov length scale, respectively,
all calculated in the unburnt gas. The cases in this study are based on the previous work of Savard
et al.32 and Lapointe et al.15 Specifically, cases B and B1 are based on the simulation performed by
Savard et al.32 while cases A, C, C′, and D are based on the simulations performed by Lapointe
et al.15 These simulations are repeated in this study with a slightly modified turbulence forcing
method, discussed in Section II C. Cases C∗, BTab,1, B4Tab,1, and BOS,1 are new to this study. Cases B1,
TABLE I. Physical and numerical parameters of the DNS which employ finite-rate chemistry and non-unity Lewis number
transport.
A B C C′ C∗ D
Tu (K) 298 298 800 500 298 800
ρu/ρb 7.8 7.8 3.3 4.9 7.8 3.3
Lx (mm) 25.6 25.6 16.8 18.7 25.6 16.8
L (mm) 2.33 2.33 1.53 1.70 2.33 1.53
Grid 11×1283 11×1283 11×1283 11×1463 11×2403 11×2203
Ret 83 190 170 290 390 380
Kau 70 220 200 650 640 750
u′/SL 9 18 19 38 37 45
lo/lF 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.2
L/lF 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.2
ηu (µm) 16 9 7 4.6 5.1 3.5
SL (m/s) 0.36 0.36 2.3 0.86 0.36 2.3
lF (mm) 0.39 0.39 0.25 0.32 0.39 0.25
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TABLE II. Physical and numerical parameters of additional DNS which
vary the transport and chemical models. Subscripts 1, Tab, and OS corre-
spond to simulations using unity Lewis numbers, tabulated chemistry, and
one-step chemistry, respectively. Superscript of 4 corresponds to lo/lF =
4.
B1 BTab,1 BOS,1 B4Tab,1
Tu (K) 298 298 298 298
ρu/ρb 7.8 7.8 7.3 7.8
Lx (mm) 25.6 25.6 25.6 60.6
L (mm) 2.33 2.33 2.33 9.32
Grid 11×1283 11×1283 11×1283 2574×5122
Ret 190 190 190 1150
Kau 280 280 250 280
u′/SL 21 21 22 33
lo/lF 1.0 1.0 1.2 4
L/lF 1.0 1.0 1.2 3.7
ηu (µm) 9 9 9 9
SL (m/s) 0.29 0.29 0.27 0.29
lF (m) 0.43 0.43 0.36 0.43
BTab,1, BOS,1, and B4Tab,1 are performed to test the effects of the transport models, chemical models,
and Reynolds number and use the same method described here unless specifically stated otherwise
in Sections V or VI A where they are discussed.
Between the cases studied, the unburnt Karlovitz number varies by an order of magnitude (Kau
= 70–750) and the unburnt temperature spans practically relevant conditions (Tu = 298–800 K).
Cases A, B, and C∗ have the same density ratio and are used to test the effects of Kau indepen-
dently, while the pairs B, C and C∗, C′ have the same Kau and are used to test the density ratio
independently. While they have the same value of Kau, cases C′ and C∗ have different values of
Ret. Figure 2 shows Kau and the density ratio for each case as well as their location on the Peters’
regime diagram. These conditions span the transition from the thin to broken/distributed reaction
zone regimes.
To ensure a statistical steady-state, each case is run initially for at least 13 eddy turnover times
(τo = k/ϵ , where k is the TKE) to remove any initial transient effects. After this period, data are
collected for over 25τo in order to provide sufficient statistical samples. During the simulation,
data are collected at a constant rate of approximately 0.5τo, in order for each data file to represent
FIG. 2. Conditions in the unburnt flow of performed simulation. Symbols on the left plot correspond to the same simulations
on the right. (a) Karlovitz numbers and density ratios. (b) Peters regime diagram.5
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an independent statistical sample. Further specifications of the simulation conditions are listed in
Tables I and II.
B. Governing equations
In this study, we solve the low-Mach number reacting flow equations,35,36 which include equa-
tions for the conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, species transport, and temperature,
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (3)
∂ρu
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u) = −∇P + ∇ · τ + f , (4)
∂ρYi
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρuYi) = −∇ · ji + ω˙i, (5)
∂ρT
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρuT) = ∇ · (ρα∇T) + ω˙T − 1cP

i
cp, i ji · ∇T + ραcP ∇cp · ∇T. (6)
In these equations, ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, P is the hydrodynamic pressure, and f is
an applied forcing term. The viscous stress tensor is defined as
τ = 2µ
(
S − 1
3
(∇ · u)I
)
, (7)
where µ is the mixture dynamic viscosity, and I is the identity tensor. In the species equations, Yi is
the mass fraction of species i, ω˙i is the species chemical source term, and ji is the species diffusion
mass flux vector defined as
ji = −ρDi YiXi∇Xi − ρYiuc, (8)
where uc = −Di YiXi∇Xi is the correction velocity, Xi is the species mole fraction, and Di is the
species molecular diffusivity. In the temperature equation, T is the temperature, α is the mixture
thermal diffusivity, ω˙T is the heat source term defined as ω˙T = −1cp

hiω˙i, where hi(T) is the species
enthalpy, cp, i is the species heat capacity, and cp is the mixture heat capacity. These equations are
combined with the ideal gas law as the equation of state, ρ = PoW/RT with 1/W =

Yi/Wi. Here,
R is the universal gas constant, Wi is the species molecular weight, and Po is the thermodynamic
pressure.
The n-heptane/air chemistry is modeled with a reduced finite-rate chemical model containing
35 species and 217 reactions (forward and backward counted separately).37 An additional reduction
of the mechanism from Ref. 37 was performed removing aromatic species, justified by the slightly
lean conditions. Constant non-unity Lewis numbers are employed, determined as the Lewis num-
bers of each species in the burnt region in a one-dimensional unstretched premixed flame simulation
using full transport. The species Lewis numbers used in the present simulations are the same as
those listed in the work of Savard and Blanquart.38 This chemical and transport model has been
tested against experimental data and numerical results using full transport (mixture-averaged formu-
lation). Good agreement was found in species mass fractions and species chemical source terms
through the flame as well as the laminar flame speed across a range of equivalence ratios.38
The governing equations are solved in this study using the low-Mach, variable density, reacting
flow solver NGA.39 The chemical source term time integration is performed using a recently devel-
oped iterative, semi-implicit method which allows numerical time steps limited here only by the
convective Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number, while remaining second order accurate in time
and free of lagging errors.40 The integration uses an approximation of the diagonal of the chemical
Jacobian as the preconditioner, which is calculated at negligible computational cost. The overall
scheme is second-order accurate in space and time while discretely conserving kinetic energy.39
Scalar transport is performed with the Bounded QUICK scheme, BQUICK.41,42 The numerical
resolution is designed to resolve all relevant physical length scales of the turbulence and flame,
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given by considering the criteria κmaxη > 1.543 and a minimum of 20 grid points per lF.40 Additional
numerical parameters are also provided in Tables I and II.
C. Turbulence forcing
A variety of configurations have been used in previous DNS studies of premixed turbulent
combustion. In one approach, mean shear is present in the flow which generates turbulence through
the flame. For example, Sankaran et al.31,44 studied slot Bunsen flames, which develop downstream
of the burner exit, while being statistically stationary. Dunstan et al.45 investigated V-flames, again,
with spatially developing statistics while being statistically stationary. Finaly, Kolla et al.24 simu-
lated rectangular slot-jet premixed flames which are statistically homogeneous in the plane of the
flame, while developing in time. For the purpose of the current study, these configurations present
two drawbacks. First, they require directing computational resources towards large domains to
contain the mean shear, which limits the highest attainable Karlovitz number for given compu-
tational resources. Second, these flows develop in space or time which increases the complexity
of isolating the effects of the flame on turbulence. To alleviate these difficulties, several studies
have considered another class of configurations, where a statistically planar, statistically steady
flame interacts with decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence. This was used, for example, in
the work of Lipatnikov et al.25 and Chakraborty et al.14 at low to moderate Kau (Ka∗u = 0.2–0.3
and Ka∗u = 0.5–13, respectively). However, at high Karlovitz numbers, the relative fast decay of
turbulence compared to the flame transit time inhibits sustaining high Karlovitz numbers through
the flame.32
Due to the above considerations, most direct numerical simulations of high Karlovitz number
premixed flames considered a statistically planar flame and used turbulence forcing to prevent the
decay of TKE. This configuration is similar to that of Lipatnikov et al.25 and Chakraborty et al.,14
but the decay of turbulence is prevented. Various researchers have used this configuration to inves-
tigate both the dynamics of the flame15,32,38,46–48 and that of the turbulence.12,13,29 For instance,
Aspden et al.4 investigated distributed burning in lean hydrogen flames, Poludnenko and Oran3
studied the mechanisms impacting the turbulent flame speed, and Hamlington et al.13 studied the
intermittency of enstrophy.
The present study takes a similar approach while selecting linear forcing, over spectral forcing.
It is relevant here to summarize the analysis of Lundgren49 on the origins and benefits of linear
forcing. By applying a Reynolds decomposition of velocity to the momentum equation, namely,
u = u′ + ⟨u⟩, where ⟨u⟩ denotes the ensemble average, the transport equation for the fluctuating
velocity, u′, may be derived. This equation contains the term ∇⟨u⟩ · u′, which drives the fluctuating
velocity as a result of mean shear. In the TKE transport equation, this term becomes ⟨u′ · ∇⟨u⟩ · u′⟩
and represents the energy transfer from mean shear into turbulent kinetic energy. It is important to
highlight that in practical turbulent reacting flows, the mean shear term is non-zero throughout the
flame. In other words, energy production occurs in the preheat zone as well as on the burnt side and
throughout the flame. Following this analysis, linear forcing in its basic form appends the term, Au′,
to the momentum equation. Momentum is thus injected across all wavenumbers and in proportion to
the local velocity, just as in shear flows, with production primarily occurring at the large scales.33
Even though some energy (albeit very small) is injected at the small scales, linear forcing has
been found to maintain the correct dynamics of these small turbulent scales.33 As shown by Carroll
and Blanquart,50 all forcing techniques (spectral or linear) produce the exact same small scales
behavior as characterized by the second order structure function, namely,
BI I(r) = ϵ15ν r
2 +O(r4). (9)
Equation (9) was derived analytically by considering a Taylor expansion of the forced Karman-
Howarth equation and did not presume any form of the forcing term. This theoretical behavior was
also confirmed by numerical simulations, as shown in the same paper. Rosales and Meneveau33 also
concluded that linear forcing leaves the small scale behavior essentially unaltered.
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FIG. 3. The normalized energy spectrum in the unburnt gas for each case. Solid black lines provide the decay rate of the
energy spectrum for arbitrarily high Reλ (κ−5/3) and for Reλ = 70 (κ−1.35) from experimental decaying grid turbulence.51
Appropriate large scale characteristics are also observed. It is important to note that linear forc-
ing does not impose isotropy nor enforces any arbitrary energy spectrum (κ−5/3 or otherwise) and
allows these characteristics to evolve naturally. As a result, the decay rate of the energy spectrum,
i.e., the n in E(κ) ∝ κ−n, was found to be smaller than 5/3 and to depend on the Reynolds number,
a result consistent with a large body of experimental studies.50,51 This is shown in Fig. 3 which
presents the two-dimensional three component velocity spectra in the unburnt gas for each of the
present cases, calculated in a single y–z plane (at x = 1.5L) and averaged over time. Superimposed
are the energy spectrum decay rates measured experimentally in decaying grid turbulence51 for the
high Reynolds number limit, κ−5/3, and for a comparable Reλ of case C∗, κ−1.35. Agreement with the
latter demonstrates that the current simulations present the correct scaling of the energy spectrum
and capture accurately the energy cascade at the large scales.
In the current simulations, linear forcing, modified from the work of Carroll and Blanquart34
by subtracting the Favre average velocity, is employed by appending the following term to the
momentum equation:
f = A
koρ
k(x, t) (u − u˜) . (10)
The definition of f differs from that of Savard et al.32 and Lapointe et al.15 by only using the
instantaneous local density, not the planar average. This simplifies the TKE and enstrophy budget
analysis, but does not alter the results. Here, A is the forcing parameter and is equal to A = 1/(2τo),
ko is the target TKE given by the expression ko = (27/2)l2oA2, and k(x, t) is the instantaneous Favre
y-z planar averaged TKE, defined as k(x, t) =u′′ · u′′/2. The planar Favre average for an arbitrary
field ψ is defined as ψ˜ = (ρψ)/ρ with ψ ′′ = ψ − ψ˜ where ψ here is the standard planar average,
ψ(x, t) = 1
LyLz

ψ(x, y, z, t)dydz, (11)
with ψ ′ = ψ − ψ. In order to avoid negative velocities at the inflow and outflow, forcing is not
applied near these boundaries but within the range 0.5L to 8L (Fig. 1).
Further justification for the present forced approach is provided in Section VI B where the
following results are compared to the recent high Karlovitz number slot Bunsen flames of Sankaran
et al.31
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III. FORCING PERFORMANCE AND ENSTROPHY BUDGET
This section presents an analysis of the effects of the forcing in the simulations. Next, the
method of conditional averaging is introduced and global properties of the turbulent flames are
presented. This is followed by an overview of the terms in the enstrophy transport equation and
qualitative observations of the enstrophy transport budget.
A. Forcing analysis
The implemented method of turbulence forcing intends to maintain a constant TKE throughout
domain (where the forcing is applied). Figure 4(a) displays the planar averaged TKE for case B,
which, as expected, is nearly constant in the region of forcing. The TKE shows a slight dip near
the location of the flame and then returns to the imposed value behind the flame. This decrease,
though small, is in line with the experimental results of Cheng et al.52 which contain a similar
trend.
Next we consider the planar averaged dissipation rate, defined as ϵ = τ′ : S′′/ρ.53 Figure 4(b)
shows that this quantity is constant in the region of forcing. This may be explained through the
TKE transport equation for the case of statistical stationarity and homogeneity in the y and z
directions,
FIG. 4. Planar and temporal average of (a) turbulent kinetic energy, (b) dissipation rate, (c) terms in the TKE transport
equation, and (d) integral length scale for case B. Green dashed lines correspond to averages when either the first or second
half of the data is used; they are indicative of the statistical uncertainty in the computed averages. ⟨Cˆ⟩= 0.05 and ⟨Cˆ⟩= 0.8
demarcate the extents of the turbulence flame brush (Cˆ is defined in Section III B).
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u˜
∂k
∂x
= −ϵ + 2Ako −u′′u′′∂u˜
∂x
+
1
ρ
∂
∂x
(
ex · τ · u′′ + 12u
′′ρ(u′′ · u′′) − P′u′′
)
− 1
ρ
τ : S′′ − u
′′
ρ
∂P
∂x
+
1
ρ
P′∇ · u′′, (12)
where u is the velocity in the x direction and ex is the unit vector in the x direction. The first four
terms in this equation, namely, the left hand side (LHS), dissipation, forcing, and dilatation, respec-
tively, are plotted in Fig. 4(c) along with the residual, which represents the cumulative magnitude
of all the remaining terms. Within the region where the forcing is active, dissipation and forcing are
the dominant terms, even through the flame. Therefore, the TKE transport equation reduces to the
balance: ϵ = 2Ako, which is indeed the value obtained by ϵ in Fig. 4(b).
Previous studies in 3D periodic homogeneous, isotropic turbulence found that linear forcing re-
sults in an integral length scale, l = (2k/3)3/2/ϵ , which is proportional to the domain size,34 namely,
about 0.19L. The integral length scale for the present configuration is fairly constant through the
domain and acquires a value of approximately 0.16L (Fig. 4(d)). It is important to note that the
effective integral length scale, l, differs only slightly from the a priori integral length scale, lo, used
in setting up the simulations (see Section II A). The difference is the result of a slightly smaller TKE
in the present work than observed for HIT.
B. Conditional averaging
This study reports quantities primarily through conditional averages in order to present their
behavior through the flame. Turbulence quantities are expected to vary through the flame based
upon the local thermodynamic properties of the fluid (such as density and viscosity). In a curved
and instantaneously transient flame, these quantities correlate better with a flame progress vari-
able, denoted as C (Fig. 5(a)), compared to the spatial coordinate x. For this reason, averages are
conditioned on C and denoted as
⟨ψ |C⟩ (13)
for a given field ψ. As each fluid property (especially density) collapses to a single curve as function
of C, Reynolds and Favre averages are virtually identical in C space. The form of the progress
variable chosen is C = YH2O + YH2 + YCO2 + YCO, as it tracks the flame evolution through the preheat
and reaction zones. Additionally, its maximum value was found to exhibit little dependence on the
unburnt temperature.54 The progress variable range is standardized by considering Cˆ = C/Cmax so
that 0 represents the reactants and 1 represents the products. Conditional averages are performed
FIG. 5. (a) Conditional average of density and viscosity; the standard deviation about the mean is represented by dashed
lines. (b) Dissipation rate conditioned on the progress variable C and normalized by its approximate value, 27l2oA
3, imposed
by the forcing.34
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excluding the domain outside the region of turbulence forcing due to the presence of very weak
turbulence.
By use of this conditional averaging, we define the local Kolmogorov time, length, and velocity
scales as
τη(C) =
( ⟨ν |C⟩
⟨ϵ |C⟩
)1/2
, (14)
η(C) =
( ⟨ν |C⟩3
⟨ϵ |C⟩
)1/4
, (15)
uη(C) = (⟨ϵ |C⟩⟨ν |C⟩)1/4 , (16)
the local Karlovitz number as Ka(C) = τF/τη(C), and the dissipation rate conditioned on C as
⟨ϵ |C⟩ = ⟨τ′ : S′′|C⟩/⟨ρ|C⟩. Additionally, we define a quantity involving the flame density change,
γ(C) = ∆ρ/⟨ρ|C⟩, where ∆ρ = ρu − ρb, which will be used in the subsequent analysis. Further
references to the Karlovitz number and the Kolmogorov scales are written as τη, η, uη, and Ka,
where the dependence on C is implicit.
It is relevant to note that conditioning on C rather than x can highlight aspects of the turbulence
transformation. This is demonstrated through comparing the dissipation rate conditioned on x and C
for two cases, B and D. As mentioned earlier, ϵ conditioned on x is constant in the region of forcing
for both cases (Fig. 4(b)). However, ϵ is able to vary as a function of C within each plane, which is
observed for case B, and D to a much lesser extent (Fig. 5(b)). As the Karlovitz number increases,
the variation in ⟨ϵ |C⟩ deceases, as shown by case D.
C. Global flame properties
Two of the most important quantities to characterize a turbulent flame are the turbulent flame
speed, ST , and brush thickness, lT , which are reported here. The time-dependent turbulent flame
speed, ST , and brush thickness, lT , are presented in Fig. 6. The turbulent flame speed is defined as
ST =
1
(ρYF)uL2

V
ρω˙FdV, (17)
where ω˙F is the fuel source term and the subscript u indicates quantities evaluated in the unburnt
gas. The flame brush is defined as the volume of fluid for which the normalized progress variable is
between Cˆ = 0.05 and Cˆ = 0.8 divided by the cross-sectional area,
lT =
Vol(0.05 ≤ Cˆ ≤ 0.8)
L2
. (18)
FIG. 6. (a) Instantaneous turbulent flame speed and (b) flame brush thickness normalized by their respective laminar
quantities.
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TABLE III. Turbulent flame speed and flame brush thickness normalized
by their respective laminar quantities.
A B C C′ C∗ D
ST/SL 1.5 2.0 3.3 3.3 2.6 4.8
lT/lF 6.1 9.1 10.2 11.2 11.5 14.5
This definition applied to the laminar flames under consideration produces nearly the same flame
thickness as the thermal width used above, lF = (Tb − Tu)/|∇T |max. As shown in Fig. 6, the turbulent
flame speed and flame brush thickness change in time, but are statistically constant. This supports
that the present simulations have achieved a statistically steady-state. All simulations have been
performed for at least 25τo, but several were run for a longer period of time. Table III summa-
rizes the time averaged turbulent flame speeds and brush thicknesses. As the Karlovitz number
increases, these quantities increase as well. Lapointe et al.15 further investigated the behavior of
these quantities (for a fixed ratio of integral length scale to flame thickness), specifically showing
that they vary with the reaction zone Karlovitz number. While employing a different definition of
the turbulent flame speed and flame brush thickness, Sankaran et al.31 also observed an increase in
these quantities with the Karlovitz number.
D. Vorticity overview
The enstrophy, ω2 = ω · ω, transport equation is derived from the momentum equation as
1
2
Dω2
Dt
= ω · S · ω − ω2 (∇ · u) + ω
ρ2
· (∇ρ × ∇P) + ω · ∇ ×
(
1
ρ
∇ · τ
)
+ ω · ∇ × f
ρ
,
where D/Dt is the material or total derivative. Each term on the right hand side is associated with
a specific physical processes: vortex stretching, dilatation, baroclinic torque, viscous dissipation,
and forcing, respectively. Vortex stretching, viscous dissipation, and forcing are active in constant
density flows, while dilatation and baroclinic torque arise here only due to the presence of the flame.
The change of fluid properties (such as density and viscosity) within a premixed flame alters the
enstrophy of the incoming turbulence through these five terms.
To begin the discussion of enstrophy, a budget analysis of its transport equation is performed
for case B (Fig. 7) to demonstrate behavior common to all cases tested. The other cases show similar
trends, but baroclinic torque and dilatation are observed to have even smaller magnitudes relative
FIG. 7. Spatially and temporally averaged terms in the enstrophy budget equation for case B.
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to the other terms (with the exception of case A for which these two terms are slightly larger). In
Fig. 7, the terms are conditionally averaged on x specifically to illustrate the flow configuration.
In order to minimize numerical errors, the calculation of each term is performed using compact
finite difference stencils and minimal spatial interpolations, accounting for the spatial staggering of
variables. The flow enters the domain on the left side of the figure with very weak turbulence; vortex
stretching, viscous dissipation, and forcing then increase due to the onset of turbulence forcing
(x/lF ≃ 3). These terms maintain fairly constant values in the unburnt region, and subsequently
decrease through the flame to smaller values in the burnt region. The flame location may be approxi-
mated by the peak density gradient which occurs near x/lF = 22 in Fig. 7. Dilatation and baroclinic
torque peak within the flame, but they have a smaller magnitude than the other three terms (for all
the present cases). Finally, each term approaches zero as the forcing subsides (x/lF ≃ 48) prior to
the outflow.
Next, the transformation of vorticity is qualitatively observed by plotting the vorticity magni-
tude through the flame. Figure 8 displays instantaneous 2D contours of cases A, B, C, C∗, and
D. The change in vorticity is dramatic as the magnitude is greatly suppressed through the flame.
Preliminary observation suggests that the vorticity is reduced to a lesser extent in cases C and D,
which has a similar Kau as B and C∗, respectively, but a higher unburnt temperature. The vorticity
magnitude is significantly altered by the flame for all values of Kau tested, in contrast to the obser-
vations of Hamlington et al.12 who found the vorticity magnitude varied little through the flame at
similar Kau values. Possible reasons for these differences will become more apparent in Sec. IV.
FIG. 8. Two-dimensional slices of vorticity magnitude for cases A, B, C, C∗, and D. Each figure corresponds to a region of
size L×5L and the flow direction is from bottom to top. The contours range between [0;2.1×105 s−1], [0;6.2×105 s−1],
[0;5.5×106 s−1], [0;1.7×106 s−1], and [0;2.1×107 s−1], respectively. Blue and red contours represent the extent of the
turbulent flame brush defined as the iso-surfaces of Cˆ = 0.05 and Cˆ = 0.8.
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IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In this section, scaling estimates for each term of the enstrophy equation, namely, vortex
stretching, dilatation, baroclinic torque, viscous dissipation, and forcing, are derived to explain their
variation through the flame and across reactant conditions. Predictions from this analysis are tested
using results from the present DNS.
A. Vortex stretching
In dimensional form, the vortex stretching term can vary by more than an order of magnitude
across the flame and varies by several orders of magnitude between the different cases (Fig. 9(a)).
Scaling of this term requires estimates for vorticity and the rate of strain tensor.
Scaling the rate of strain tensor is accomplished through the viscous dissipation rate. Using the
definitions of the dissipation rate and the Kolmogorov scales, we may write
S : S ≃ 1
2τ2η
+
1
3
(∇ · u)2, (19)
by assuming µ = µ(C) and neglecting spatial gradients of the mean flow. By this, the rate of strain
tensor scales with the Kolmogorov time scale, a quantity related to the turbulence characteristics,
as well as the velocity divergence, a quantity related to the flame characteristics. The velocity
divergence may be rewritten through the continuity equation as −(Dρ/Dt)/ρ and estimated using
the density jump across the flame and the laminar flame time scale,
∇ · u ≃ −1⟨ρ|C⟩
∆ρ
lF/SL
. (20)
The magnitudes of these two components of the rate of strain tensor are then compared through the
ratio,
1/τη
∆ρ/(ρlF/SL) =
1
γ
Ka. (21)
As this ratio gets larger, the component related to the turbulence increases in magnitude compared
to the component related to the flame. Therefore, in the present configuration of high Karlovitz
number (Kau > 70), we estimate the magnitude of S with 1/τη. This result is consistent with
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence where S′ : S′ also scales as (1/τ2η).43 As a spatial gradient of
velocity, like the rate of strain tensor, vorticity is estimated as 1/τη and enstrophy with 1/τ2η. Previ-
ous experimental and numerical work supports a correlation of vorticity with the Kolmogorov time
scale under conditions of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence.26–28 The above analysis results in the
FIG. 9. Vortex stretching term in (a) dimensional and (b) normalized form. The line Reλ is calculated from the previous
simulations of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence by Carroll and Blanquart.34
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scaling,
ω · S · ω ∝ 1
τ3η
. (22)
The same scaling was obtained in the case of homogeneous isotropic turbulence by Tennekes and
Lumley.55
Normalized according to the above expression, the vortex stretching terms for each case
collapse to a fairly constant value close to 0.15, which is the same value obtained in DNS of homo-
geneous, isotropic turbulence (Fig. 9(b)). Near Cˆ = 0.95, the values for cases A and B decrease
below 0.15; and at this point, the local values of Ka/γ are 2.1 and 6.5, respectively, which are the
lowest values among all the cases. As the validity of Eq. (22) depends on Eq. (21) being large, this
observed decrease may be due to the low values of Ka/γ and a breakdown of the proposed scaling.
Otherwise, the proposed normalization accurately represents the changes in this term through the
flame and across all runs. The small magnitude of the constant obtained for this term (0.15) may
be due to the preferential alignment of vorticity with the second eigenvector of the rate of strain
tensor,12 whose eigenvalue is known to be small.56,57 The success of the normalization suggests that
within the flame the vortex stretching term behaves similar to homogeneous, isotropic turbulence in
the limit of high Karlovitz number.
B. Dilatation
Dilatation in the present configuration is due only to the effects of the flame. Therefore, it will
tend toward zero away from the flame. This is shown in Fig. 10(a), where dilatation decreases going
towards the largest and smallest values of the progress variable and the peak value varies by nearly
six orders of magnitude between cases. Scaling the dilatation term requires estimates of enstrophy
and the divergence of velocity, which are analyzed in the previous subsection on vortex stretching.
This leads to the following scaling,
ω2(∇ · u) ∝ γ SL
lFτ2η
. (23)
Normalized in this manner, results from all cases obtain a similar trend and magnitude (Fig. 10(b)).
Considering the wide range of conditions tested, the curves in Fig. 10(b) are sufficiently similar to
support that Eq. (23) captures the scaling of dilatation. Additionally, the peak value obtained is near
unity, supporting that the normalization captures not only the scaling of this term but the magnitude
as well.
FIG. 10. Dilatation term in (a) dimensional and (b) normalized form.
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FIG. 11. Baroclinic torque term in (a) dimensional and (b) normalized form.
C. Baroclinic torque
Baroclinic torque, like dilatation, is only present due to the density variations within the flame.
Likewise, it tends toward zero in the reactants and products. This is shown in Fig. 11(a), which
also demonstrates that the peak value varies by orders of magnitude between cases. Though analyt-
ically equivalent, baroclinic torque is calculated as ω · ∇ × (∇P/ρ) rather than ω · (∇ρ × ∇P)/ρ2 to
reduce errors in the numerical evaluation. Scaling of baroclinic torque requires estimates for the
gradients of pressure and density. In this estimate, only the magnitude and not alignment of these
two vectors is considered.
Analogous to the previous analysis for the rate of strain tensor, we consider pressure decom-
posed into turbulence and flame related quantities and note that pressure gradients scale as ρu2/l.
Using quantities related to the flame produces the scaling ρS2L/lF. Using turbulent quantities, this
scaling is largest at the smallest turbulent length scales, providing the scaling ρu2η/η. The ratio of
these scalings is given by
ρu2η/η
ρS2L/lF
= αKa3/2, (24)
where ν(C) = α(C)2SLlF. Given the present definition of lF, α(C) commonly varies from about 0.1
to 1. Therefore, in the present case of high Ka, the pressure gradients scale with the turbulence
quantities, ρu2η/η.
Next, we estimate the gradient of density. Analogous to the temporal derivative of density, we
scale spatial density gradients with the density change across the flame, ∆ρ, divided by the laminar
flame thickness so that ∂ρ
∂x
≃ ∆ρ
lF
. The following scaling for baroclinic torque is obtained:
ω
ρ2
· (∇ρ × ∇P) ∝ γ uη
lFτ2η
. (25)
When normalized according to the above expression, the variation in the peak value between
the six cases reduces from five orders of magnitude to a factor of 2 (Fig. 11). The peak value is
small and varies from 0.1 at the lower Karlovitz numbers to a constant value of about 0.04 for
sufficiently high Karlovitz numbers. This transition is made more clear in Fig. 12(a), which shows
for each case the peak value of the normalized baroclinic torque versus the local Karlovitz number.
To possibly reduce this variability with Ka, two alternative scalings are proposed: multiplying the
proposed scaling with 1/
√
Kau and replacing lF with lT (Figs. 12(b) and 12(c), respectively). Both
reduce the overall variability; however, the first is somewhat arbitrary and the second requires an
a priori expression for lT based on lF and Kau for further scaling analysis, of which no adequate
expression is known. The original scaling is used subsequently for its theoretical basis, suitability
for scaling analysis, and consistent behavior at high Karlovitz number, which is the focus of the
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FIG. 12. Peak value of normalized baroclinic torque plotted against the local value of Ka for (a) the scaling proposed in
Eq. (25), along with two alternative scalings: (b) multiplying Eq. (25) by Ka−1/2u and (c) employing lT in place of lF.
present study. As the present simulations only include pressure gradients from hydrodynamic pres-
sure fluctuations, the overpressures discussed by Poludnenko29 and observed to play a role in the
production of baroclinic torque are not included here. However, their effect on vorticity transport
was observed to be lower at higher Karlovitz numbers,29 suggesting their relevance to the transport
of enstrophy diminishes as Ka increases. Their effect at high Ka on vorticity and anisotropy is the
subject of future work.
To further investigate the mechanisms controlling the magnitude of baroclinic torque, the
normalized gradients of density and pressure are calculated (Fig. 13). Though baroclinic torque
decreases with Kau, these quantities do not. The gradient of pressure increases with Kau, due to
finite Re effects, and the density gradient primarily varies with the flame density ratio. Additionally,
as both have a magnitude close to unity, the small peak magnitude of the normalized barolinic
torque is not explained by the behavior of these quantities. Next, the alignment of the density and
pressure gradient vectors is calculated. Figure 13(c) shows for case B that these vectors are either
preferentially parallel or anti-parallel. Either cases corresponds to a cross product of zero, so that
the preferential alignment modulates the magnitude of baroclinic torque. This alignment of the
pressure and density gradients is not accounted for in the proposed scaling (Eq. (25)), hence the
small magnitude observed in Fig. 11(b).
D. Viscous dissipation
Viscous dissipation, like vortex stretching, is present in constant density flow. In dimensional
form, it can vary by nearly two orders of magnitude across the flame and it varies by many orders
of magnitude between the cases tested (Fig. 14(a)). The primary component of viscous dissipation,
∇ × ((∇ · τ)/ρ), scales as νu/l3. Given a Kolmogorov turbulent cascade, this is again largest for the
FIG. 13. Normalized components of baroclinic torque and preferential alignment of pressure and density gradients. In (c),
the angle between the vectors, θ, is defined such that cos(θ)= 0 represents perfect misalignment. (a) Normalized pressure
gradient norm. (b) Normalized density gradient norm. (c) Conditional PDF of ∇ρ ·∇P/|∇ρ | |∇P | for case B.
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FIG. 14. Viscous dissipation term in (a) dimensional and (b) normalized form. The line Reλ is calculated from the previous
simulations of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence by Carroll and Blanquart.34
smallest scales of turbulence resulting in the scaling,
∇ ×
(
1
ρ
∇ · τ
)
∝ 1
τ2η
. (26)
As with several quantities discussed prior, in the case of high Ka, viscous dissipation scales with the
turbulent quantities, specifically,
ω · ∇ ×
(
1
ρ
∇ · τ
)
∝ 1
τ3η
. (27)
In the high Reynolds number limit of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, Tennekes and Lumley55
propose a similar scaling.
Normalized according to the above expression, viscous dissipation obtains a fairly constant
value through the flame and across conditions (Fig. 14(b)). As Kau increases between cases A, B,
and C∗, the variation in the normalized quantity decreases. This suggests that the normalization
better characterizes the behavior of this term as the Karlovitz number increases, which aligns with
the chosen normalization representing the high Ka limit. Additionally, the constant tends toward the
value obtained for homogeneous, isotropic turbulence as Kau increases.
E. Forcing term
In dimensional form, the forcing term varies by several orders of magnitude between the cases
tested (Fig. 15(a)). Assuming the TKE is everywhere equal to the imposed value, ko, the forcing
term is identically Aω2. As stated in Section II C, A is equal to A = (2τo)−1 and is imposed as a
parameter of the simulation. Therefore, the forcing term scales as
ω · ∇ ×
(
f
ρ
)
∝ 1
2τoτ2η
. (28)
Normalized in this manner, the forcing term obtains a nearly constant value through the flame and
across conditions (Fig. 15(b)). It is observed that the normalized forcing term has less variation as
the Karlovitz number increases.
F. Normalized enstrophy transport equation
The above scaling estimates are used to propose a normalization of the entire enstrophy trans-
port equation, which is then given by
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FIG. 15. Forcing term in (a) dimensional and (b) normalized form.
1
2
Dωˆ2
Dtˆ
= KaTˆ1 + γTˆ2 + αγ
√
KaTˆ3 + KaTˆ4 +
1
2Da
Tˆ5, (29)
where tˆ = t/τF, ωˆ2 = ⟨ω2|C⟩τ2η, and the Damköhler number is Da = τo/τF. Again, Ka is the local
Karlovitz number, Ka(C). As written above, Tˆ1 is vortex stretching, Tˆ2 is dilatation, Tˆ3 is baroclinic
torque, Tˆ4 is viscous dissipation, and Tˆ5 is the forcing with each component normalized according
to the above discussion. The preceding analysis in this section shows that the normalized terms
obtain nearly constant values (or a constant peak value) through the flame and across conditions
with Tˆ1 ≃ 0.15, 0 < Tˆ2 . 0.7, 0 < Tˆ3 . 0.1, −0.3 < Tˆ4 < −0.15, and Tˆ5 ≃ 1, which are shown to be
valid at high Kau. Equation (29) is not intended to be precisely solved for enstrophy transport, but
provides the scaling and approximate magnitude of each term. It also represents the local balance of
vortex stretching, viscous dissipation, and forcing in the present high Kau cases, as shown in Fig. 7.
The scaling in Eq. (29) suggests that as the Karlovitz number increases, vortex stretching
and dissipation increase in magnitude relative to baroclinic torque, dilatation, and forcing. This is
consistent with the observed relative decrease of baroclinic torque and dilatation as Ka increased in
the results of Hamlington et al.12 It is also consistent with the behavior observed at low Kau where
baroclinic torque and dilation contribute significantly to the transport of vorticity.25 Going further,
using Eq. (29), we may predict the relative magnitude of vortex stretching, dilatation, baroclinic
torque, and viscous dissipation as a function of the Karlovitz number (Fig. 16). It is important
to stress that these predictions are only accurate when the proposed scaling is valid, i.e., at high
Karlovitz numbers. Thus, dashed lines in Fig. 16 are used to reflect the uncertainty in extrapolating
below the lowest value of Ka tested in this work. Lines in Fig. 16 are calculated using α and
γ from the results of case B evaluated at Cˆ = 0.5, which is near the location of peak dilatation
and baroclinic torque. Symbols represent the simulation results with each term again evaluated at
Cˆ = 0.5. The numerical and theoretical values show good agreement, and this agreement improves
as the Karlovitz number increases. Using these results, vortex stretching and viscous dissipation
are both predicted to be larger than dilatation and baroclinic torque when Ka & 20 for Tu = 298.
Sufficiently above this value of Ka, it is predicted that vortex stretching and dissipation dominate the
transport of enstrophy.
G. Summary
In the limit of high Ka, enstrophy transport results in a local balance between production and
dissipation. This is also the case for homogeneous, isotropic turbulence.55,58 This confirms theo-
retically the hypothesis that, in high Ka premixed flames, the mean enstrophy behaves locally in a
similar manner to constant density, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence. This implies that enstrophy
should scale with the Kolmogorov time scale, which is confirmed in Fig. 17, with a proportionality
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FIG. 16. Theoretical values and numerical results for the relative magnitude of terms in the enstrophy transport equation.
Lines are calculated from Eq. (29) using the parameters (α and γ) of case B. Symbols represent simulation results evaluated
at Cˆ = 0.5 with α and γ scaled to match conditions.
constant close to unity. From homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, it can be shown that
ϵ = 15ν
(
∂u
∂x
)2
, (30)
as well as
ω2 = 15
(
∂u
∂x
)2
, (31)
so that a normalized value of unity is expected.43 Variations in the normalized enstrophy decrease
as the Karlovitz number increases, which is expected as the normalizations are chosen for the limit
of high Ka. Therefore, for sufficiently high Kau, the mean enstrophy has the same value as in
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence given the local ϵ and ν. This demonstrates that it is the change in
kinematic viscosity, as opposed to the effect of the density change through dilatation and baroclinic
torque, which drives the enstrophy transformation through the flame.
These results shed light on the validity of Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis within pre-
mixed flames, since enstrophy is characteristic of the smallest turbulent scales. Though the fluid
FIG. 17. Enstrophy in (a) dimensional and (b) normalized form. In normalized form, enstrophy has less variation through the
flame as the Karlovitz number increases. The line Reλ is calculated from the previous simulations of homogeneous, isotropic
turbulence by Carroll and Blanquart.34
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properties and turbulence characteristics vary widely across the flame and between the present
cases, enstrophy is found to vary only as a function of τη, or equivalently ν and ϵ alone. This
supports that Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis is valid for sufficiently high Karlovitz number
premixed flames. In contrast, this result suggests that Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis may
not be valid for low Kau premixed flames, but remains to be confirmed. While aspects of these
results may not be surprising, high Kau behavior is found to be fundamentally different than low
Kau behavior. For example, Kolla et al.24 performing DNS of low Karlovitz number flames, show a
collapse of the viscous scales in the TKE spectrum when normalizing using the flame thickness. At
low Ka, the impact of the flame is more than to simply increase the viscosity, which is the primary
effect in high Ka flames, as demonstrated here.
V. MODEL TESTING
The above conclusions are obtained using finite-rate chemistry and non-unity Lewis numbers.
Turbulent combustion research often employs other chemical and transport models. In this section,
the effects of chemical and transport models on the conclusions of this work are tested. Case B is
chosen for these tests as the Karlovitz number is high enough such that substantial flame broadening
and chemical source term variation occurs, but low enough such that differential diffusion effects are
not eliminated6,32,38 providing a rigorous test case for both transport and chemical models.
A. Effects of unity-Lewis number assumption
To test the effects of transport models, case B is repeated setting all Lewis numbers to unity,
referred to as B1. These two cases are compared primarily to investigate changes in the mean
enstrophy, as this study focuses on the transport of this quantity.
Figures 18(a) and 18(b) show that varying the transport model has negligible effects on the
dimensional and normalized mean enstrophy. The agreement between cases B and B1 can be under-
stood by considering the vortex stretching and viscous dissipation terms. Figure 18(c) shows that
vortex stretching is nearly identical between cases B and B1; similar agreement is found for viscous
dissipation. As vortex stretching and viscous dissipation dominate the transport of enstrophy at high
Karlovitz number, the mean enstrophy evolves similarly in the two cases. Good agreement is also
observed in the remaining terms, such as dilatation (Fig. 18(d)). These results suggest that, at high
Karlovitz number, the transport model has negligible effects on the smallest turbulent scales. This is
in contrast to the importance of the transport model in representing the effects of the turbulence on
the flame. For example, Savard and Blanquart38 found that with non-unity Le transport (compared
with unity Le transport) the fuel chemical consumption rate in case B exhibited more local extinc-
tions and its mean value was reduced by 40%. This variation in the fuel source term was found to
significantly reduce the turbulent flame speed (ST/SL) compared to the unity Le flame. While the
transport model may affect quantities central to flame propagation, the resulting impact on the mean
enstrophy is found here to be negligible. It is important to note that this analysis is in the absence of
thermo-diffusive instabilities, and these results may not extend to flames, such as lean hydrogen/air,
where these instabilities occur.
B. Effect of chemical models
To investigate the implications of chemical models, case B1 is repeated using two alternative
chemical mechanisms: one-step (BOS,1) and tabulated chemistry (BTab,1). In order to focus on the
effects of the chemical model, unity Lewis numbers are used in all three simulations in order to
eliminate effects due to differences in the transport models.
Using one-step chemistry, only the reactants and products, n-C7H16, O2, H2O, and CO2, are
transported. The chemical source terms are determined through a single irreversible, one-step reac-
tion. The same equation is solved as in the work of Lapointe et al.,59 but with a different fuel. The
rate constant, A, and activation temperature, Ta, are chosen so that the 1D unstretched laminar flame
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FIG. 18. Comparison of case B with constant non-unity (B) and unity Lewis numbers (B1). (a) Dimensional enstrophy. (b)
Normalized enstrophy. (c) Dimensional vortex stretching. (d) Dimensional dilatation.
speed and thickness closely match that of the finite-rate mechanism (A = 6.0 × 109 m3/kg s and
Ta = 15 000 K). As this model excludes intermediate species, the progress variable is defined as
the sum of the chemical product mass fractions, C = YH2O + YCO2. One-step chemistry requires less
computation resources compared to finite-rate chemistry as fewer species must be transported.
Using flamelet generated manifolds (FGM), or tabulated chemistry, the flame is modeled
through a single progress variable, C, with which fluid properties and the chemical source term
are tabulated.60–63 Tabulation is performed using the 1D unstretched flame solution of the finite-rate
chemical model. Once again, the progress variable is defined as the sum of H2O, H2, CO2, and CO
mass fractions and is governed by the transport equation
∂ρC
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρuC) = ∇ · (ρD∇C) + ω˙. (32)
The use of tabulated chemistry relaxes the computational cost compared to finite-rate chemistry as
a single scalar must be transported. Time integration of the chemical source terms is performed
explicitly for tabulated and one-step chemistry.
The results obtained with each model are compared primarily through the mean enstrophy as,
again, the transport of enstrophy is the focus of this study. Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show that the
chemical models induce little differences in the dimensional and normalized mean enstrophy. This
is again explained by the agreement of vortex stretching (Fig. 19(c)) and dissipation among the
chemical models, which control the transport of enstrophy in high Ka premixed flames. As one-step
has a slightly different definition of C and value of Cmax, a small shift in the curves in Cˆ space and
differences near Cˆ = 1 are expected. A greater effect is observed for the dilatation (Fig. 19(d)) and
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FIG. 19. Comparison of case B1 with finite-rate, tabulated, and one-step chemistry. (a) Dimensional enstrophy. (b) Normal-
ized enstrophy. (c) Dimensional vortex stretching. (d) Dimensional dilatation.
baroclinic torque terms with one-step chemistry, though this has negligible effects in the transport
of enstrophy as their magnitude is small relative to vortex stretching and viscous dissipation. The
agreement observed in the mean enstrophy further emphasizes that the smallest turbulent scales
evolve through the flame with the local fluid properties, independent of the tested transport or
chemical models.
VI. RESULTS EXTENSION
In this section, the above results are compared with a higher Reynolds number simulation and
the recent slot Bunsen flames of Sankaran et al.,31 demonstrating the applicability of the present
conclusions to these alternative configurations.
A. Higher Reynolds numbers
While this study considers a wide range of Karlovitz numbers, the integral length scale in each
DNS discussed thus far is limited to approximately the flame thickness. It is important to consider
whether these results are applicable to larger values of lo/lF, or equivalently, larger Reynolds
numbers. This is investigated, first, theoretically through the vorticity spectrum, Ω(κ) and, second,
practically through an additional DNS with a larger integral length scale.
In the present low Re DNS, all the enstrophy is contained in scales smaller than the flame thick-
ness. For a larger Re, the portion of enstrophy contained in scales smaller than the flame thickness
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may be determined by considering the model spectrum of Pope for the high Re limit,43
E(κ) = 1.5ϵ2/3κ−5/3
(
κlo
[(κlo)2 + 6.78]1/2
)11/3
exp
−5.2  [(κη)4 + 0.44]1/4 − 0.4 , (33)
and evaluating the vorticity spectrum as Ω(κ) = 2κ2E(κ). Using this model spectrum, the wavenum-
ber κ∗ corresponding to κ∗ = 2π/lF for which 80% of the enstrophy is contained in scales smaller
than the flame thickness may be found through the integral
1
ω2u
∞
κ∗
Ω(κ)dκ = 0.8. (34)
Considering an infinite Re, at least 80% of the enstrophy is contained in scales smaller than the
flame if lF/η > 40. This is approximately the condition of case B. Said otherwise, if case B had
an arbitrarily large Re but the same Kau, then only 20% of the enstrophy would be in scales larger
than the flame thickness. In summary, any high Reynolds number turbulent flame with the same
Karlovitz number of the present cases would have nearly the same fraction of vorticity contained
in scales smaller than the flame. The present results should thus remain valid for larger integral to
flame length scale ratios.
An additional DNS, labeled case B4Tab,1, is performed to verify if the results are indeed inde-
pendent of the Reynolds number. This simulation has the exact same conditions as case BTab,1, but a
higher Reynolds number, Ret = 1150. The increase in Ret is accomplished by increasing both L as
well as u′, in order to maintain the same Kau number, resulting in a four-fold increase in the integral
length scale (lo/lF = 4 and u′/SL = 33). Figure 20 presents instantaneous density contour plots
from BTab,1 and B4Tab,1. While still maintaining sufficient length for the turbulent flame brush, Lx is
set to 6.5L with the forcing applied between Lx = 0.5L and Lx = 4.5L. To further minimize the
computational cost, the grid is stretched in the x-direction near the x-outflow where the forcing is
not applied. Utilizing the results of Section V, which found little effect of the transport and chemical
models on the vorticity transformation, this much larger simulation employs tabulated chemistry
with unity Lewis number transport. This, again, reduces the computational cost of the simulation
(compared to finite-rate chemistry), while still retaining the physics necessary to this study. Due to
the larger domain size, each data file represents significantly more independent statistical samples
than case BTab,1. Therefore, after an initial transient, it is only necessary to collect data over 6τo.
Cases BTab,1 and B4Tab,1 are compared, as before, by considering the mean enstrophy, vortex
stretching, and dilatation terms. Figure 21 shows that increasing the turbulent Reynolds number
introduces only small changes to these quantities. Particularly, the mean enstrophy exhibits a similar
variation through the flame. This agreement, along with the preceding theoretical analysis, supports
that the conclusions of this study are independent of the turbulent Reynolds number (or equivalently
the integral to flame length scale ratio). Combined with the results of Section V, this reinforces
the primary conclusion of this study. To summarize, first, the unity Lewis number case, B1, has
FIG. 20. Two-dimensional slices of density from cases (a) BTab,1 and (b) B4Tab,1. Each figure represents a region of size
L×6L and both are scaled to match physical length scales.
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FIG. 21. Comparison of case BTab,1 with the case of a larger Reynolds number, B4Tab,1. (a) Dimensional enstrophy. (b)
Normalized enstrophy. (c) Dimensional vortex stretching. (d) Dimensional dilatation.
significantly less local extinction than case B.15,38 Yet, there is virtually no effect observed on the
behavior of the smallest turbulent scales (Fig. 18). Second, BTab,1 and BOS,1 have entirely different
chemical models and responses to straining and wrinkling. Even more, in the case of tabulated
chemistry, all chemical source terms are only functions of the progress variable, and hence remain
the same regardless of flow straining and flame wrinkling. Despite these difference, no effects
were observed on enstrophy (Fig. 19). Third, case B4Tab,1 has a 4 times larger integral length scale,
intentionally introducing straining and wrinkling on a much larger scale (as shown in Fig. 20). Yet
again, virtually no effect is observed on the smallest turbulent scales (Fig. 21). These results support
the conclusion of the manuscript that, given a sufficiently high Karlovitz number, it is not the
large flame dynamics which determines the smallest turbulent scales, but only the local kinematic
viscosity and dissipation rate. This is essentially a restatement of Kolmogorov’s first similarity
hypothesis.
B. Slot Bunsen flame
The simulations in the present study consider a statistically planar flame with zero mean shear
and forced turbulence. While providing a configuration favorable to fundamental study, other simu-
lations and most practical devices operate under different conditions. To investigate the applicability
of the current results and conclusions to alternative configurations, the present results are compared
to the recent high Karlovitz number slot Bunsen flames of Sankaran et al.31 The reader is referred to
Ref. 31 for complete details about the DNS. Only a brief overview is provided here.
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Sankaran et al.31 simulated preheated (Tu = 800 K) methane/air premixed slot Bunsen flames
at atmospheric pressure. The slot, containing unburnt reactants, extends in the spanwise, z, direc-
tion and is bounded in the transverse, y , direction by a heated, laminar coflow of burnt products.
The difference in inlet velocities between the slot and laminar coflow introduces a strong mean
shear. The flame and flow spatially develop in the streamwise, x, direction. The present comparison
considers case C, which has the highest unburnt Karlovitz number and turbulent Reynolds number
among their cases. To remove any confusion with our case C, case C from Sankaran et al.31 is
referred to as S-C in the following. The chemistry is modeled using a reduced finite rate chemical
mechanism with 13 transported species and 4 additional species assumed in quasi-steady state.
Species transport is performed with constant non-unity Lewis numbers.
Downstream of the slot, the Karlovitz number decreases along the centerline. This gives rise
to different values of Ka through the flame within different y–z planes, as shown in Fig. 22. As
we use a different definition of Kau than used by Sankaran et al.,31 the exact numerical values are
expected to be slightly different. These results are compared with the present cases A and B, as they
have comparable Karlovitz numbers. In case S-C, the abrupt decrease in Ka near Cˆ = 1 is likely
due to the laminar coflow bounding the turbulent flame. Additionally, the S-C3/4 curve does not
extend to Cˆ = 0 because there are no more pure unburnt reactants. The simulation results may be
parameterized by two variables, one to represent the spatial progress in the x direction and another
for the progress through the flame. Investigating different planes in x provides a similar function
as varying Kau between cases in the present configuration. Therefore, comparison is performed by
analyzing the data at three y–z planes, corresponding to 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 of the domain length,
denoted as S-C1/4, S-C1/2, and S-C3/4, respectively. These are the same locations where Sankaran
et al.31 primarily report results. Quantities are then conditionally averaged on the progress variable
C in these individual planes to characterize the variation through the flame. The progress variable
is again defined as the sum of H2O, H2, CO2, and CO mass fractions. All quantities are computed
based on the fluctuating velocity after the mean flow has been subtracted.
Once again, the normalized enstrophy is considered to test the dependence of the smallest
turbulence scales on ϵ and ν. Figure 23 shows good agreement between these two very different
configurations. Most notably, the normalized enstrophy is nearly constant with values slightly below
unity within the flame (Fig. 23(a)), as observed in the present forced cases. The normalized vortex
stretching term is also nearly constant through the flame (Fig. 23(b)), again supporting the proposed
scaling. Similar to Ka in Fig. 22, low turbulence levels close to the products (near Cˆ = 0.9) due to
the laminar coflow may be responsible for differences in these quantities, particularly for the plane
FIG. 22. Local Karlovitz number versus Cˆ for the present cases A and B, as well as the slot Bunsen flame S-C of Sankaran
et al.31 at three downstream locations. For case S-C, superscripts refer to 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 of the domain length. The progress
variable is defined as the sum of H2O, H2, CO2, and CO mass fractions.
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FIG. 23. Comparison of (a) normalized enstrophy and (b) vortex stretching between cases A and B and the slot Bunsen flame
S-C of Sankaran et al.31 at three downstream locations.
closest to the slot inlet, S-C1/4. Additionally, the curves corresponding to the S-C3/4 plane do not
extend to Cˆ = 0 as there are no pockets of unburnt reactants left.
Despite some differences in the curves shown in Fig. 23, the proposed scaling remains valid in
the turbulent Bunsen flame. This is made clearer in Fig. 24 by comparing the dimensional enstrophy
and vortex stretching to the expected scaling through the flame (0.05 < Cˆ < 0.9). In summary,
the present simulations and the results from the slot Bunsen flame of Sankaran et al.31 follow the
proposed scalings, and no effects of the physical configuration could be identified.
VII. DISCUSSION
The implications of the results of this study on LES modeling and ILES are discussed in this
section.
A. LES
While the development of subgrid scale (SGS) models is beyond the scope of this present
work, the above results provide/suggest directions for modeling high Karlovitz number premixed
FIG. 24. Comparison of (a) enstrophy and (b) vortex stretching and their respective proposed scalings for the slot Bunsen
flame S-C of Sankaran et al.31 as well as the present cases A, B, C, and D. Black dotted lines represent the theoretical values.
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flames using LES. This work found that within high Ka premixed flames, enstrophy scales in
the same manner as in constant density, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence. Once again, enstro-
phy is characteristic of the smallest turbulent scales and these scales are smaller than the flame
thickness at high Ka. Therefore, this suggests the scales smaller than the flame thickness may be
modeled in the same manner as in homogeneous isotropic turbulence within the framework of
large eddy simulations. This corresponds to a LES filter width smaller than the flame thickness:
lF > ∆ > η. While it is unclear if this result holds for filter widths larger than the flame thick-
ness, in Section VI A, we show that the majority of enstrophy is contained in scales smaller than
the flame thickness. This suggests the possibility that models based on vorticity64,65 need not be
altered for use in high Ka premixed flames. Testing and validation is required to confirm these
hypotheses.
B. ILES
The results of this study have implications on numerical methods, such as ILES,30 which rely
on numerical viscosity for all or part of the energy dissipation in simulations of premixed turbu-
lent combustion. This discussion builds upon the current work and the recent work of Lapointe
et al.,15 both of which shed light on the importance of temperature dependent viscosity in premixed
turbulent combustion.
Recall that one conclusion of the present work is that, at high Ka, the smallest turbulent scales
throughout the flame are controlled entirely by the local dissipation rate and the local molecular
viscosity; this is Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis. Given the importance of viscosity, two
simulations performed with different viscosity models would produce correspondingly different
transformation of the enstrophy field. More precisely, if the numerical viscosity does not vary
through the flame like the physical molecular viscosity, the smallest turbulence scales, and en-
strophy, will transform through the flame in an unphysical manner. For instance, in the work of
Hamlington et al.12 which used an ILES framework (with zero molecular viscosity), it was observed
that the flame had little effect on the mean vorticity at high turbulence intensities. This behavior is in
contrast to the present work, which demonstrated large changes through the flame, and the behavior
is likely due to the absence of temperature dependent molecular viscosity which varies through the
flame.
A further implication of these results relates to the response of the flame chemical reaction
zone to the incoming turbulent flow. Lapointe et al.15 found that the reaction zone behavior in
high Kau premixed flames is controlled by the local reaction zone Karlovitz number, Kaδ = (δ/η)2,
where δ is the reaction zone thickness, rather than the unburnt Karlovitz number. As η increases
significantly through the flame via its dependence on ϵ and ν, any discrepancies in these quan-
tities due to modeling simplification (such as used in ILES) would result in a different value of
Kaδ. In other words, the treatment of molecular viscosity through the flame directly impacts the
behavior of the chemical reaction zone. Then, it is doubtful that the distinction between thin reac-
tion zones, broken reaction zones, and distributed reaction zones can be investigated without proper
physical molecular viscosity. This discussion highlights certain limitations of ILES given recent
results which demonstrate the importance of temperature dependent viscosity in premixed turbulent
combustion.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The primary goal of the present work was to understand the changes in the smallest turbulent
scales within a high Karlovitz number turbulent premixed flame brush via the study of the mean en-
strophy. For this purpose, a series of high Karlovitz number direct numerical simulations were per-
formed spanning a wide range of Karlovitz numbers and flame density ratios. These simulations of
n-heptane/air premixed flames employed a reduced finite-rate chemical mechanism and non-unity
Lewis number transport. Using the DNS results, a theoretical scaling analysis was performed to
estimate the magnitude of each term in the enstrophy transport equation. As a result, a normalized
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enstrophy transport equation was proposed for high Karlovitz number. Several conclusions are as
follows.
The proposed normalized enstrophy transport equation involves a small set of parameters so
that the relative magnitude of vortex stretching, dilatation, baroclinic torque, and viscous dissipation
may be predicted as a function of the Karlovitz number and flame conditions.
In the limit of high Ka, vortex stretching and viscous dissipation dominate the behavior of
enstrophy. A balance of these two terms is also observed in homogeneous, isotropic turbulence.
As a consequence, given a sufficiently high Ka, the mean enstrophy scales in the same manner as
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, namely, with the inverse of the Kolmogorov time scale squared,
1/τ2η. Therefore, for sufficiently high Kau, the mean enstrophy obtains the same value as in homoge-
neous, isotropic turbulence given the local ϵ and ν. These conclusions were found to be independent
of the Reynolds number and the physical configuration (i.e., forced or unforced).
As τη is only a function of ϵ and ν, this conclusion supports the validity of Kolmogorov’s first
similarity hypothesis in high Ka premixed flames. In contrast, this suggests that in moderate to low
Ka flames, this hypothesis may not be valid and different characteristics of the turbulence through
the flame is expected. Further work is required to test the validity of the remaining Kolmogorov
hypotheses in high Karlovitz number premixed flames.
Several additional DNS were performed altering the transport and chemical models to test their
effects on the transformation of enstrophy. It was found that unity Lewis number transport provided
sufficient detail of the flame structure to capture the relevant effects of the flame on turbulence.
Additionally, simulations using one-step and tabulated chemistry captured the behavior of the mean
enstrophy. This suggests that future research studying the effects of the flame on turbulence does not
need to include details of finite-rate chemistry and differential diffusion in numerical simulations
to accurately capture the behavior of the smallest turbulent scales. The present study does however
underscore the importance of using physical molecular viscosity as opposed to relying on numerical
viscosity.
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